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RACK1, scaffolding a heterotrimeric G protein and a
MAPK cascade
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Scaffold proteins of mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) cascades play crucial roles in determining signal
specificity, amplitude, and duration in yeast and mam-
mals. Recently, RACK1 was identified as the first plant
MAPK scaffold protein that connects heterotrimeric G
protein with a MAPK cascade to form a unique signaling
pathway in plant immunity.

Scaffolding MAPK cascades in yeast and mammals
MAPK cascades are highly conserved signaling modules in
eukaryotes. A canonical MAPK cascade consists of three
sequentially acting kinases, with the upstream MAPK ki-
nase kinases (MAPKKKs) receiving signals from the sen-
sors/receptors and activating downstream MAPK kinases
(MAPKKs) that then activate the bottom tier MAPKs
through phosphorylation. Over the past two decades, scaf-
fold proteins in yeast and mammals have been extensively
studied and their roles extended from tethering to substrate
orientation and allosteric regulation [1]. The first identified
MAPK cascade scaffold protein, Ste5, connects heterotri-
meric G protein with a MAPK cascade (Ste11 - Ste7 - Fus3)
to regulate mating in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [1,2]. In
the absence of pheromone, Ste5 interacts with Ste11 (a
MAPKKK) and Ste7 (a MAPKK) and this complex is
retained in the cytosol (Figure 1A). Binding of pheromone
to its receptor leads to activation of heterotrimeric G protein
and disassociation of Gbg from Ga. Subsequently, the Ste5
is recruited to plasma membrane and interacts with the
freeGbg. ThebindingofGbg induces conformational change
of Ste5, which promotes recruitment of Fus3 (a MAPK) and
the activation of this MAPK cascade. The activated Fus3
not only phosphorylates its substrate in mating pathway,
but also phosphorylates Ste5 in a feedback pathway to fine-
tune signal amplitude and duration [1,2].

In mammals, MAPK scaffold protein KSR1 (Kinase
Suppressor of Ras 1) is constitutively associated with
MEK1/2 (two highly homologous MAPKKs) and retained
in the cytosol through the interactionwith 14-3-3 protein in
resting cells (Figure 1B). In the presence of growth factor,
Ras activation leads to re-localization of KSR1-MEK1/2

complex to the plasma membrane where it recruits Raf (a
MAPKKK) and ERK1/2 (two highly homologous MAPKs)
to assemble a functional MAPK cascade. Similar to the
process in yeast, it has been shown in mammals that
activated ERK1/2 could also phosphorylate KSR1 in a
negative feedback pathway [1,2].

Emerging scaffold protein of a MAPK cascade in
Arabidopsis
In Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), MPK3 and MPK6
play diverse functions downstream of different sensors/
receptors in many biological processes [3,4]. Signaling
specificity can be achieved through (i) spatiotemporal ex-
pression and interaction of receptors and their ligands, and
(ii) the availability of different downstream substrates. In
addition, scaffold proteins have been speculated tomediate
the distinct activation and functions of the same MAPK(s)
in different pathways [4]. However, such proteins have
remained unidentified until recently. Cheng et al. reported
that the Arabidopsis Receptor for Activated C Kinase 1
(RACK1) proteins, encoded by RACK1A, RACK1B, and
RACK1C genes, function as MAPK scaffold proteins, and
link MPK3/MPK6 cascade to the upstream heterotrimeric
G protein to mediate PrpL and ArgC (two type II-secreted
proteases from Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Xanthomo-
nas campestris, respectively) triggered immunity [5]. Un-
like the identified MAPK scaffold proteins in yeast and
mammals,ArabidopsisRACK1 interacts with Gb, MEKK1
(a MAPKKK), MKK4/MKK5 (two redundant MAPKKs),
and MPK3/MPK6 to form a pre-existing complex in the
absence of stimuli (Figure 1C). In response to PrpL or ArgC
treatment, phosphorylation activation of MPK3/MPK6
occurs, followed by disassociation of MEKK1, MKK4/
MKK5 and MPK3/MPK6 from RACK1, whereas the inter-
action of RACK1 with Gb is not affected [5]. An interesting
observation is that the loss of Gb alone is not sufficient
to abolish the PrpL- or ArgC-induced activation of MPK3/
MPK6. Although a direct interaction between Ga and
RACK1 was not detected, it appears that Ga may also
act on the MAPK cascade through RACK1, because muta-
tion of both Ga and Gb is required to block PrpL- or ArgC-
induced MPK3/MPK6 activation [5].

In a separate study, Liu et al. concluded that the acti-
vation of MPK4, but not MPK3 and MPK6, was reduced in
agb1 single and agg1 agg2 double mutants based on the
immune-complex kinase assay [6]. Another recent study
revealed that Gb interacts with MPK6 directly based on
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METHOD Open Access

Egg cell-specific promoter-controlled
CRISPR/Cas9 efficiently generates
homozygous mutants for multiple target
genes in Arabidopsis in a single generation
Zhi-Ping Wang†, Hui-Li Xing†, Li Dong, Hai-Yan Zhang, Chun-Yan Han, Xue-Chen Wang and Qi-Jun Chen*

Abstract

Arabidopsis mutants produced by constitutive overexpression of the CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing system are
usually mosaics in the T1 generation. In this study, we used egg cell-specific promoters to drive the expression of
Cas9 and obtained non-mosaic T1 mutants for multiple target genes with high efficiency. Comparisons of 12
combinations of eight promoters and two terminators found that the efficiency of the egg cell-specific promoter-
controlled CRISPR/Cas9 system depended on the presence of a suitable terminator, and the composite promoter
generated by fusing two egg cell-specific promoters resulted in much higher efficiency of mutation in the T1
generation compared with the single promoters.

Background
The large collections of Arabidopsis sequence-indexed T-
DNA insertion mutants (over 325,000 lines) have played a
critical role in direct investigations of gene function [1].
However, two major obstacles limit the application of
these collections for genome-wide phenomic screening.
First, most lines are hemizygous for the insertion, and thus
have required an extra genotyping step to identify homo-
zygous plants for phenotyping. Second, no T-DNA inser-
tion mutants are available for 12 % of genes, and 8 % of
genes are only represented by a single allele [2]. Addition-
ally, dissecting the roles of gene family members with re-
dundant functions and analyzing epistatic relationships in
genetic pathways frequently require plants bearing muta-
tions in multiple genes. One hindrance to producing
multi-gene mutants using T-DNA insertion mutagenesis
is that this method requires time-consuming and labor-
intensive genetic crossing of single-mutant plants. Ad-
vances in the use of sequence-specific nucleases, including
homing meganucleases, zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs),
transcription activator–like effector nucleases (TALENs),

and, most recently, the RNA-guided DNA endonuclease
Cas9 from the bacterial adaptive immune system CRISPR
(clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats)
have paved the way for the development of rapid, cost-
effective ways to create new mutant populations and
multi-gene mutants in plants [3–7].
The CRISPR/Cas9 system uses an engineered single

guide RNA (sgRNA) to provide sequence specificity, and
depends on the endonuclease activity of the sgRNA/Cas9
complex to produce double-strand breaks at genomic sites
specified by sgRNAs [7–10]; these double-strand breaks
cause the activation of the DNA repair system in host
cells, usually via the non-homologous end-joining path-
way [5]. Since the repair pathway is error-prone, small de-
letions or insertions will be introduced during the repair
process, thus producing mutations [5]. This highly effi-
cient, easy-to-use system can potentially be used to make
highly multiplexed genome modifications, and is supplant-
ing the use of ZFNs and TALENs to become the standard
genome-editing technology [3, 4, 6, 7]. In vertebrates,
coinjection of in vitro transcribed Cas9 mRNA and
sgRNA into single-cell embryos can produce multi-gene,
biallelic mutant animals with high efficiency; the multiple
mutations can also be efficiently transmitted to the next
generation [11–16]. In plants, however, the presence of
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OST1 Kinase Modulates Freezing Tolerance by
Enhancing ICE1 Stability in Arabidopsis
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d OST1 is a positive regulator in CBF-dependent cold signaling
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d OST1 suppresses HOS1-mediated ICE1 degradation
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In Brief

The ICE1 transcription factor integrates

different signals to regulate cold

tolerance in Arabidopsis. Ding et al.

demonstrate that the protein kinase

OST1, a key component in ABA signaling,

is also activated by cold stress. In

response to cold, OST1 phosphorylates

and stabilizes ICE1, promoting the

expression of downstream cold-

tolerance genes.

Ding et al., 2015, Developmental Cell 32, 278–289
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Degradation of the ABA co-receptor ABI1 by
PUB12/13 U-box E3 ligases
Lingyao Kong1, Jinkui Cheng1, Yujuan Zhu1, Yanglin Ding1, Jingjing Meng1, Zhizhong Chen1, Qi Xie2, Yan Guo1,3,

Jigang Li1, Shuhua Yang1,3 & Zhizhong Gong1,3

Clade A protein phosphatase 2Cs (PP2Cs) are abscisic acid (ABA) co-receptors that block

ABA signalling by inhibiting the downstream protein kinases. ABA signalling is activated after

PP2Cs are inhibited by ABA-bound PYR/PYL/RCAR ABA receptors (PYLs) in Arabidopsis.

However, whether these PP2Cs are regulated by other factors remains unknown. Here, we

report that ABI1 (ABA-INSENSITIVE 1) can interact with the U-box E3 ligases PUB12 and

PUB13, but is ubiquitinated only when it interacts with ABA receptors in an in vitro assay. A

mutant form of ABI1-1 that is unable to interact with PYLs is more stable than the wild-type

protein. Both ABI1 degradation and all tested ABA responses are reduced in pub12 pub13

mutants compared with the wild type. Introducing the abi1-3 loss-of-function mutation into

pub12 pub13 mutant recovers the ABA-insensitive phenotypes of the pub12 pub13 mutant.

We thus uncover an important regulatory mechanism for regulating ABI1 levels by PUB12

and PUB13.
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Arabidopsis CALCIUM-DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE8 and
CATALASE3 Function in Abscisic Acid-Mediated
Signaling and H2O2 Homeostasis in Stomatal Guard
Cells under Drought StressOPEN
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and Wei-Hua Wu5
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(Beijing), China Agricultural University, Beijing 100193, China
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Drought is a major threat to plant growth and crop productivity. Calcium-dependent protein kinases (CDPKs, CPKs) are
believed to play important roles in plant responses to drought stress. Here, we report that Arabidopsis thaliana CPK8
functions in abscisic acid (ABA)- and Ca2+-mediated plant responses to drought stress. The cpk8 mutant was more sensitive
to drought stress than wild-type plants, while the transgenic plants overexpressing CPK8 showed enhanced tolerance to
drought stress compared with wild-type plants. ABA-, H2O2-, and Ca2+-induced stomatal closing were impaired in cpk8
mutants. Arabidopsis CATALASE3 (CAT3) was identified as a CPK8-interacting protein, confirmed by yeast two-hybrid,
coimmunoprecipitation, and bimolecular fluorescence complementation assays. CPK8 can phosphorylate CAT3 at Ser-261
and regulate its activity. Both cpk8 and cat3 plants showed lower catalase activity and higher accumulation of H2O2 compared
with wild-type plants. The cat3mutant displayed a similar drought stress-sensitive phenotype as cpk8mutant. Moreover, ABA
and Ca2+ inhibition of inward K+ currents were diminished in guard cells of cpk8 and cat3 mutants. Together, these results
demonstrated that CPK8 functions in ABA-mediated stomatal regulation in responses to drought stress through regulation of
CAT3 activity.

INTRODUCTION

In terrestrial plants, calcium plays a vital role as a second
messenger in plant responses to various environmental stimuli
(White and Broadley, 2003; Kudla et al., 2010). Calcium signals
triggered by different stimuli are recognized by specific calcium
sensors in living plant cells. There are three major families
of calcium sensors in terrestrial plants, including calmodulins
(CaMs) and CaM-like proteins (Zielinski, 1998; McCormack
et al., 2005), calcineurin B-like (CBL) proteins (Kolukisaoglu
et al., 2004; Luan, 2009; Weinl and Kudla, 2009), and calcium-
dependent protein kinases (CDPKs or CPKs) (Harmon et al.,
2000; Cheng et al., 2002; Harper and Harmon, 2005). CaMs and
CBLs do not have enzymatic activities and so do not directly

transmit the Ca2+ signals (Luan et al., 2002). By contrast,
CDPKs, which harbor a CaM-like domain as well as a catalytic
Ser/Thr kinase domain, can sense calcium signals and directly
mediate a variety of cellular responses (Harmon et al., 2000;
Cheng et al., 2002).
CDPKs are encoded by multigene families and found only in

plants and some protists (Harmon et al., 2000; Cheng et al.,
2002). The CDPKs exhibit different subcellular localizations, in-
cluding cytosol, nucleus, the plasma membrane, endoplasmic
reticulum, peroxisome, mitochondrial outer membrane, and oil
bodies (Harper et al., 2004), likely reflecting diverse functions.
CDPKs are believed to be important regulators in multiple plant
signal transduction pathways downstream of cytosolic Ca2+

([Ca2+]cyt) elevations (Harmon et al., 2000; Cheng et al., 2002;
Ludwig et al., 2004; Boudsocq and Sheen, 2013; Romeis and
Herde, 2014).
The Arabidopsis thaliana genome encodes 34 CDPKs, and

a number of studies have shown that CDPKs are involved
in plant development and in responses to biotic and abiotic
stresses. Arabidopsis CDPKs can act as positive or negative
regulators in response to abiotic stress and abscisic acid (ABA)
signaling. Arabidopsis CPK32 has been characterized as an
ABA signaling component that regulates ABA-responsive gene
expression via ABF4 (Choi et al., 2005). Arabidopsis CPK3 and
CPK6 function as positive transducers in plant ion channel
regulation and stomatal ABA signaling (Mori et al., 2006), as well
as salt and/or drought stress(es) (Mehlmer et al., 2010; Xu et al.,

1 These authors contributed equally to this work.
2 Current address: Key Laboratory of Plant Molecular Physiology, Institute
of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100093, China.
3 Current address: Department of Agricultural Biology, Faculty of Agri-
culture, University of Ruhuna, Matara 81100, Sri Lanka.
4 Current address: The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation, 2510 Sam
Noble Parkway, Ardmore, OK 73401.
5 Address correspondence to whwu@cau.edu.cn.
The author responsible for distribution of materials integral to the findings
presented in this article in accordance with the policy described in the
Instructions for Authors (www.plantcell.org) is: Wei-Hua Wu (whwu@cau.
edu.cn).
OPENArticles can be viewed online without a subscription.
www.plantcell.org/cgi/doi/10.1105/tpc.15.00144
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A Chaperone Function of NO CATALASE ACTIVITY1 Is
Required to Maintain Catalase Activity and for Multiple Stress
Responses in Arabidopsis
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Caiguo Zhang,a Yongqing Yang,a Woe-Yeon Kim,b Dae-Jin Yun,b Karen S. Schumaker,e Zhongzhou Chen,a

and Yan Guoa,f,2

a State Key Laboratory of Plant Physiology and Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, China Agricultural University, Beijing
100193, China
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Catalases are key regulators of reactive oxygen species homeostasis in plant cells. However, the regulation of catalase activity
is not well understood. In this study, we isolated an Arabidopsis thaliana mutant, no catalase activity1-3 (nca1-3) that is
hypersensitive to many abiotic stress treatments. The mutated gene was identified by map-based cloning as NCA1, which
encodes a protein containing an N-terminal RING-finger domain and a C-terminal tetratricopeptide repeat-like helical domain.
NCA1 interacts with and increases catalase activity maximally in a 240-kD complex in planta. In vitro, NCA1 interacts with
CATALASE2 (CAT2) in a 1:1 molar ratio, and the NCA1 C terminus is essential for this interaction. CAT2 activity increased 10-fold
in the presence of NCA1, and zinc ion binding of the NCA1 N terminus is required for this increase. NCA1 has chaperone protein
activity that may maintain the folding of catalase in a functional state. NCA1 is a cytosol-located protein. Expression of NCA1 in
the mitochondrion of the nca1-3 mutant does not rescue the abiotic stress phenotypes of the mutant, while expression in the
cytosol or peroxisome does. Our results suggest that NCA1 is essential for catalase activity.

INTRODUCTION

Due to their sessile nature, plants face numerous environmental
changes during their life cycle. Soil alkalization is a major problem
that affects plant development and crop productivity. Apoplastic
pH is weakly acidic (about pH 5.8) and apoplastic buffering ca-
pacity is low. When plants are exposed to alkali stress, apoplastic
pH increases, leading to impaired cell wall extension and reduced
plant growth (Gout et al., 1992; Rayle and Cleland, 1992; Rober-
Kleber et al., 2003; Lager et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2010). Higher
apoplastic pH also impairs root hair formation and reduces water
and ion uptake (Palmgren, 2001). Each plant cell organelle has an
optimal pH required for the function of its specialized enzymes
(Werdan et al., 1975; Whitten et al., 2005; Casey et al., 2010), and
high external pH also impairs pH homeostasis in these organelles.
The result is that many plant biological processes, including
photosynthesis and photorespiration (Heldt et al., 1973; Servaites,
1977; Song et al., 2004), are affected.

Alkaline and other abiotic stresses, including salt, drought, and
low/high temperature, induce the production of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) (Foreman et al., 2003; Mittler et al., 2004; Selivanov
et al., 2008; Munné-Bosch et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2013) in chloro-
plasts, mitochondria, and peroxisomes, as well as at the plasma
membrane. Accumulation of ROS in cellular compartments results
in oxidative stress and affects organelle integrity. However, ROS
also functions as a signal molecule triggering pathways for plant
growth, development, and response to stress. Therefore, tight
control of ROS homeostasis is critical (Suzuki et al., 2012). ROS
include singlet oxygen (1O2), superoxide anion (O2

2), hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2), and hydroxyl radicals (HO$; likely responsible for
oxidative damage during many stresses). Transformation among
these species is a common phenomenon in the cell. Accumulation
of ROS is eliminated by antioxidants, antioxidative enzymes, and
scavenging enzymes like catalase (CAT), ascorbate peroxidase
(APX), and superoxide dismutase, leading to the regulation of ROS
homeostasis (Alscher et al., 1997; Mhamdi et al., 2010a).
The Arabidopsis genome encodes three catalase proteins, which

consist of 492 amino acids and share high sequence similarity.
While catalase gene expression and enzyme activity have been
found in most plant tissues, expression and activity are higher in
aerial tissues than in the root. These results suggest that catalases
play important roles in plant antioxidative and detoxification pro-
cesses that are closely correlated with ROS generation during
photosynthesis and photorespiration (Mhamdi et al., 2012). In

1 These authors contributed equally to this work.
2 Address correspondence to guoyan@cau.edu.cn.
The author responsible for distribution of materials integral to the findings
presented in this article in accordance with the policy described in the
Instructions for Authors (www.plantcell.org) is: Yan Guo (guoyan@cau.
edu.cn).
www.plantcell.org/cgi/doi/10.1105/tpc.114.135095
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LABA1, a Domestication Gene Associated with Long, Barbed
Awns in Wild RiceOPEN
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Common wild rice (Oryza rufipogon), the wild relative of Asian cultivated rice (Oryza sativa), flaunts long, barbed awns, which
are necessary for efficient propagation and dissemination of seeds. By contrast, O. sativa cultivars have been selected to be
awnless or to harbor short, barbless awns, which facilitate seed processing and storage. The transition from long, barbed
awns to short, barbless awns was a crucial event in rice domestication. Here, we show that the presence of long, barbed
awns in wild rice is controlled by a major gene on chromosome 4, LONG AND BARBED AWN1 (LABA1), which encodes
a cytokinin-activating enzyme. A frame-shift deletion in LABA1 of cultivated rice reduces the cytokinin concentration in awn
primordia, disrupting barb formation and awn elongation. Sequencing analysis demonstrated low nucleotide diversity and
a selective sweep encompassing an ;800-kb region around the derived laba1 allele in cultivated rice. Haplotype analysis
revealed that the laba1 allele originated in the japonica subspecies and moved into the indica gene pool via introgression,
suggesting that humans selected for this locus in early rice domestication. Identification of LABA1 provides new insights into
rice domestication and also sheds light on the molecular mechanism underlying awn development.

INTRODUCTION

Rice (Oryza sativa) is one of the earliest domesticated food crops
and currently provides staple food for over one-third of the
world’s population (Khush, 1997). Cultivated rice was domesti-
cated from common wild rice (Oryza rufipogon) ;8000 years ago
(Zong et al., 2007; Fuller et al., 2010). The transition from wild to
domesticated rice was accompanied by numerous morphological
and physiological changes. To date, genetic factors underlying
several rice domestication-related traits, such as seed shattering,
prostrate growth habit, red pericarp, spreading panicle, dark hull
color, and awn length have been cloned and characterized at the
molecular level (Li et al., 2006; Konishi et al., 2006; Sweeney et al.,
2006; Lin et al., 2007; Tan et al., 2008; Jin et al., 2008; Zhu et al.,
2011; Ishii et al., 2013; Luo et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2013).

Like other grasses, wild rice not only harbors a long awn at
the tip of the seed, but the awn of wild rice is densely covered
with upwardly angled barbs (Figures 1A and 1C). Long and
barbed awns are evolutionarily beneficial in wild grass species
because their ratcheting surface enables the seeds to capi-
talize on transient environmental stresses by transforming

these fluctuations into directed movement, providing a selec-
tive advantage for seed dispersal and burial into soil (Kulić
et al., 2009). In wild wheat, the hygroscopic motion of awns is
capable of propelling seed into soil with the help of the awn
barbs (Elbaum et al., 2007). Although awns of wild rice are not
hygroscopic, they are still critical for efficient propagation and
dissemination of wild rice seeds under natural conditions as
they serve to protect seeds from bird and mammal predation,
aid in seed dispersal by clinging to animal fur, and enabling
self-planting (Supplemental Figures 1A to 1F). In contrast,
cultivated rice is characterized by awnless seeds, or seeds
with short, barbless awns (Figures 1B and 1D), that facilitate
seed collection, storage, and processing by humans.
Previous genetic studies identified many quantitative trait loci

related to awn length in rice (Shigetoshi et al., 1996; Thomson
et al., 2003; Xiong et al., 1999), and one major quantitative trait
locus for awn length has been cloned and characterized at the
molecular level (Luo et al., 2013). An-1 encodes a basic helix-
loop-helix transcription factor that positively regulates the for-
mation of awn primordia and negatively regulates grain number.
The derived allele, an-1, which confers loss of awns and an in-
crease in grain yield, was selected by humans during rice do-
mestication (Luo et al., 2013). In addition, molecular
mechanisms underlying awn traits are recently being addressed
(Yuo et al., 2012; Toriba and Hirano, 2014). In this study, we
focus on the transition from long, barbed awns to short, barb-
less awns during rice domestication and elucidate the molecular
basis for this critical change.

1 Address correspondence to suncq@cau.edu.cn.
The author responsible for distribution of materials integral to the findings
presented in this article in accordance with the policy described in the
Instructions for Authors (www.plantcell.org) is: Chuanqing Sun (suncq@
cau.edu.cn).
OPENArticles can be viewed online without a subscription.
www.plantcell.org/cgi/doi/10.1105/tpc.15.00260
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Arabidopsis RIC1 Severs Actin Filaments at the Apex to
Regulate Pollen Tube Growth

Zhenzhen Zhou,a,1 Haifan Shi,a,1 Binqing Chen,a,1 Ruihui Zhang,b Shanjin Huang,b and Ying Fua,2

a State Key Laboratory of Plant Physiology and Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, China Agricultural University, Beijing
100193, China
b Key Laboratory of Plant Molecular Physiology, Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100093, China

Pollen tubes deliver sperms to the ovule for fertilization via tip growth. The rapid turnover of F-actin in pollen tube tips plays an
important role in this process. In this study, we demonstrate that Arabidopsis thaliana RIC1, a member of the ROP-interactive
CRIB motif-containing protein family, regulates pollen tube growth via its F-actin severing activity. Knockout of RIC1
enhanced pollen tube elongation, while overexpression of RIC1 dramatically reduced tube growth. Pharmacological analysis
indicated that RIC1 affected F-actin dynamics in pollen tubes. In vitro biochemical assays revealed that RIC1 directly bound
and severed F-actin in the presence of Ca2+ in addition to interfering with F-actin turnover by capping F-actin at the barbed
ends. In vivo, RIC1 localized primarily to the apical plasma membrane (PM) of pollen tubes. The level of RIC1 at the apical PM
oscillated during pollen tube growth. The frequency of F-actin severing at the apex was notably decreased in ric1-1 pollen
tubes but was increased in pollen tubes overexpressing RIC1. We propose that RIC1 regulates F-actin dynamics at the apical
PM as well as the cytosol by severing F-actin and capping the barbed ends in the cytoplasm, establishing a novel mechanism
that underlies the regulation of pollen tube growth.

INTRODUCTION

After pollen grain germination on the stigma of a flowering plant,
the pollen tube undergoes an extreme form of polarized growth,
termed tip growth, which drives extension of the pollen tube into
the style and delivers two sperms to the ovule for fertilization. It
is well established that the actin cytoskeleton is an important
regulator of pollen tube tip growth. F-actin is organized into distinct
arrays in different regions of the pollen tube. Using Lifeact-mEGFP
or fluorescently tagged actin binding proteins (ABPs) or their actin
binding domains as probes, apical F-actin was revealed to be highly
dynamic in pollen tubes (Cheung et al., 2008; Kost, 2008; Vidali
et al., 2009). Subsequent studies demonstrated that this highly dy-
namic F-actin pool is generated from the apical and subapical
plasma membrane (PM) (Cheung et al., 2010; Qu et al., 2013).

During pollen tube tip growth, the organization and dynamics
of different actin structures are directly regulated by several classes
of ABPs (Ren and Xiang, 2007; Staiger et al., 2010). Signaling
pathways that modulate pollen tube tip growth have been found
to transmit signals to these ABPs, thereby regulating the organi-
zation of F-actin arrays and the rapid turnover of F-actin. The roles
of profilins, formins, ADFs, and capping proteins in the regulation
of subapical and apical F-actin structures have long been ap-
preciated (Ren and Xiang, 2007; Cheung and Wu, 2008; Staiger
et al., 2010). For example, Cheung et al. (2010) showed that the
apical dome-localized Formin Homology5 (FH5) protein was

a membrane-anchored actin-nucleating protein that stimulated
actin assembly in the tip regions of pollen tubes. A role for calcium-
dependent villins in the regulation of apical F-actin dynamics in
pollen tubes has also been demonstrated (Yokota et al., 2005;
Zhang et al., 2010; Qu et al., 2013). VILLIN2 (VLN2) and VLN5
were shown to promote actin turnover at pollen tube tips and to
facilitate the construction of actin collars (also referred to as the
actin fringe) via F-actin severing in response to calcium signaling
(Qu et al., 2013). Interestingly, several bifunctional microtubule-
associated proteins (MAPs) also exhibit F-actin binding activity.
In Solanum berthaultii, SB401 was found to bind both micro-
tubules and F-actin in vitro (Huang et al., 2007). Arabidopsis
thaliana MAP18, a microtubule-destabilizing factor that modu-
lates polarized cell growth in vegetative tissues (Wang et al.,
2007), was recently demonstrated to regulate the direction of
pollen tube growth via its Ca2+-dependent F-actin severing ac-
tivity (Zhu et al., 2013). VLN2, VLN5, and MAP18 were shown to
sever F-actin in the cytoplasm at the tip of the pollen tube (Qu
et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2013), where a tip-focused Ca2+ gradient
is present. Qu et al. (2013) proposed that VLN2 and VLN5 sever
F-actin originating from the apical PM to facilitate its subsequent
use in the construction of the actin collars/fringe. However, the
F-actin disassembly/severing activities of these ABPs were re-
ported to take place in the cytosol, and the precise mechanism
by which PM-anchored F-actin is released/disassociated from
the apical/subapical PM remains unknown.
Cortical F-actin has been suggested to be required for vesicle

targeting, but it has also been shown to block vesicle docking
and fusion to the target PM (Gu et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2008;
Kroeger et al., 2009). Therefore, these results suggest that both
F-actin assembly and disassembly are required for normal tip
growth and must be properly regulated. ROP (Rho-like GTPase
of plants)-dependent signaling pathways play pivotal roles in the
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Phosphate transporters (PTs) mediate phosphorus uptake and are regulated at the transcriptional and posttranslational
levels. In one key mechanism of posttranslational regulation, phosphorylation of PTs affects their trafficking from the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the plasma membrane. However, the kinase(s) mediating PT phosphorylation and the
mechanism leading to ER retention of phosphorylated PTs remain unclear. In this study, we identified a rice (Oryza sativa)
kinase subunit, CK2b3, which interacts with PT2 and PT8 in a yeast two-hybrid screen. Also, the CK2a3/b3 holoenzyme
phosphorylates PT8 under phosphate-sufficient conditions. This phosphorylation inhibited the interaction of PT8 with
PHOSPHATE TRANSPORTER TRAFFIC FACILITATOR1, a key cofactor regulating the exit of PTs from the ER to the plasma
membrane. Additionally, phosphorus starvation promoted CK2b3 degradation, relieving the negative regulation of PT
phosphorus-insufficient conditions. In accordance, transgenic expression of a nonphosphorylatable version of OsPT8
resulted in elevated levels of that protein at the plasma membrane and enhanced phosphorus accumulation and plant growth
under various phosphorus regimes. Taken together, these results indicate that CK2a3/b3 negatively regulates PTs and
phosphorus status regulates CK2a3/b3.

INTRODUCTION

Phosphorus (P), as a component of key macromolecules, in-
cluding nucleic acids (the largest organic P pool in plants) and
phospholipids (important elements of membranes), is one of the
essential mineral nutrients required by all organisms. P also influ-
ences photosynthesis, respiration, and the regulation of a wide
array of cellular processes (Raghothama, 1999). Plants preferen-
tially absorb P in the form of inorganic phosphate (Pi), which is
poorly mobile in soils and often not readily available to plants.
Thus, the level of available Pi is a major determinant of plant
growth and productivity in many soils (Veneklaas et al., 2012;
Zhang et al., 2014). However, plants have evolved an array of
adaptive responses, involving developmental, physiological, and
biochemical changes, to cope with growth in Pi-depleted soils.

These responses are oriented toward improving Pi acquisition
and use efficiency and to protecting plants from the stress caused
by Pi starvation (Raghothama, 1999; Zhang et al., 2014).
The uptake of Pi is mediated by plasma membrane (PM)-

localized Pi transporters (PTs) belonging to the PHT1 family,
which shares similarity with the yeast high-affinity phosphate
transporter PHO84 (Nussaume et al., 2011). Nine PHT1 genes
have been identified in Arabidopsis thaliana and 13 in rice (Oryza
sativa) (Raghothama, 1999; Goff et al., 2002). Gene expression
analysis showed that most PHT1 family members are temporally
and spatially upregulated in response to Pi starvation (Karthikeyan
et al., 2002; Mudge et al., 2002; Misson et al., 2004; Shin et al.,
2004). Their expression patterns extend beyond the root, in line
with their roles in both Pi uptake and translocation: crucial func-
tions for maintaining the internal P homeostasis in plants. For in-
stance, in rice, the low-affinity phosphate transporter PT2 plays an
important role in Pi translocation from root to shoot (Ai et al., 2009),
whereas the high-affinity transporter PT8 plays a role in uptake,
with half of the Pi uptake capacity dependent on PT8 (Chen et al.,
2011; Jia et al., 2011). Therefore, increasing Pi transporter activity
is one of the most important plant responses to Pi starvation
(Raghothama, 1999; Nussaume et al., 2011).
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Genetic approaches for improvement of the crop
potassium acquisition and utilization efficiency
Yi Wang and Wei-Hua Wu

Potassium (K) is one of the essential macronutrients for higher

plants, not only important for plant growth and development,

but also crucial for crop yield and quality. The deficiency in K in

large areas of arable landworldwide has become a limitation for

sustainable development of agriculture, and threatens the

world food security. Along with the increased limitation of K

fertilizer supply, the genetic improvement of K utilization

efficiency (KUE) of crop plants may become a feasible way to

solve the problem. K nutrition depends on an underlying

relationship with metabolic regulation which together influence

crop yield, quality and responses to environmental stress.

Manipulation of root architecture together with K transport and

distribution within the plant offer great potential to improve

KUE.
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Introduction
As one of the essential macronutrients, potassium (K)

plays important roles in many fundamental physiological

processes in plant cells, including osmoregulation, en-

zyme activation and ion homeostasis [1]. Sufficient K

supply is required for optimal plant growth and develop-

ment. Particularly, K+ transport across the cell membrane

or the endomembrane is related to the photosynthetic

regulation [2��,3��] and is also involved in transport of

assimilation products [4]. Obviously, sufficient K supply

is important for crop yield as well as product quality [5,6].

Soils in most arable fields are deficient in K, such as about

75% of the paddy soils in China [7,8]. K deficiency

significantly reduces crop yield, so that K fertilizer must

be applied in most areas for crop production. In the last

five decades, the global K fertilizer consumption has

continuously increased (Figure 1a), and this demand is

estimated to further increase from 28.6 Mt (K2O) in

2012 to 33.2 Mt (K2O) in 2016 [9]. Asia (especially East

and South of Asia), as one of the most important agricul-

tural areas, consumes 44.9% of the world K fertilizer, but

Asia lacks K resources for fertilizer supply [9]. As a result,

K fertilizer supply in Asia is far lower than the demand,

and the gap between supply and demand will be in-

creased to 9.7 Mt (K2O) in 2016 [9] (Figure 1b). Crop

production in Asia has to face a deficit of K fertilizer

supply in a long term, which threatens food security for

60% people of world population. In the meanwhile, the

price of K fertilizer has rapidly increased in recent years

from US$ 165 per ton (KCl) in 2003 to US$ 595 per ton

(KCl) in 2013 (Figure 1a, USDA), which results in the

remarkable increment of cost for crop production. As one

of strategies towards solving the problem of K deficiency

for crop production, genetic improvement of crop K

utilization efficiency (KUE) has been proposed.

Potassium nutrition assures crop yield and
quality, and enhances crop tolerance to
environmental stresses
It is known that sufficient K supply is required for main-

taining high photosynthesis rate and driving assimilate

transport into grains [5]. A recent report showed that the

Arabidopsis K+ channel TPK3 at the thylakoid membrane

modulates the proton motive force (pmf) through ion

counterbalancing, which controls photosynthetic light

utilization [2��]. The K+-efflux antiporters KEA1,

KEA2 and KEA3 located at the inner envelope mem-

brane of chloroplasts and the thylakoid membrane re-

spectively regulate the pmf and photosynthesis [3��]. K+

transport mediated by K+ channel AKT2 (Arabidopsis K+

transporter 2) is essential for the assimilate transport from

the source to the sink [10,11�]. Obviously, K supply has

significant effect on crop yield by regulation of photosyn-

thesis rate and assimilate transport [5]. In addition, the K

supply also affects the quality of crop products. In gener-

al, high K contents in crop products are welcome for

human healthy diet. One example showing the effects of

K supply on crop quality is grapevine (Vitis vinifera). K+ is

the major cation in grape berries and plays important roles

during the berry growth and ripening [12]. An optimal K+

concentration in berries is crucial for the fermentation of

red wine and determines the wine quality [12].

A number of studies have shown that the sufficient K

supply may enhance crop plant tolerance to various

Available online at www.sciencedirect.com
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The cytoskeleton in the pollen tube
Ying Fu

The cytoskeleton in pollen tubes has been intensively studied,

because of its abundance and prominent roles and because

the pollen tube is an excellent experimental system for cell

biological studies. Pollen actin microfilaments (MFs) exist as

multiple distinct populations, each participating in a specific

cellular trafficking or organization process. Consequently, MFs

are essential for pollen tube growth and are tightly regulated in

response to various signals. Pollenmicrotubules (MTs) are non-

essential and less characterized, but recent studies have

implicated MTs in vesicle trafficking and cell wall construction

in pollen tubes. This review summarizes recent advances in

understanding the organization and regulation of both MFs and

MTs and discusses their roles in cellular trafficking and the

modulation of pollen-tube tip growth.
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Introduction
Flowering plants rely on pollen and pollen tubes for

sexual reproduction. It has long been known that the

cytoskeleton is important for pollen development, germi-

nation and tube growth. Reports about the existence of

the cytoskeleton in pollen and pollen tubes can be found

as early as from the 1970s [1,2], and since then pollen and

pollen tubes have provided an excellent system for the

study of the cytoskeleton due to the following features.

Firstly, pollen of some species can be easily collected in

large amounts, and dehydrated pollen can be stored

frozen for long periods without losing its activity. Sec-

ondly, pollen is highly enriched in cytoskeletal subunit

proteins and associated proteins and thus is handy for

isolation of these proteins for biochemical analyses.

Thirdly, the pollen tube can elongate rapidly in vitro by

tip growth and thus is an interesting biological system for

the study of cytoskeletal function and regulation. Fourthly,

pollen tubes can be cultured in vitro without losing their

identity and morphology, and thus is an ideal system for

chemical manipulation and observation of cytoskeletal

organization and dynamics. Lastly, lethal mutations asso-

ciated with pollen function can be maintained in hetero-

zygous plants, making the pollen tube a useful system for

genetic analysis of essential genes involved in the regula-

tion of the cytoskeleton and polar growth [2,3,4��].

For efficient elongation, the cytoplasm of pollen tubes is

organized into distinct but dynamic zonations including

the apical dome, the subapical region and the tubular

shank region. Various staining methods in fixed cells and

different live markers (especially the latest Lifeact-

mEGFP) [5] have revealed multiple forms of actin fila-

ments (MFs) in pollen tubes including longitudinal thick

MF bundles in the shank region, the subapical actin

fringe and the apical dynamic fine MFs (Figure 1)

[3,4��,6��,7]. A wealth of results from decades of studies

has demonstrated a crucial role of MFs in the spatiotem-

poral regulation of pollen-tube tip growth via their regu-

lation of the cytoplasmic zonation and streaming, and

endomembrane trafficking, to deliver materials for new

plasma membrane (PM) and cell wall to the restricted

growth site, respectively. During pollen-tube tip growth,

MF organization and dynamics are precisely controlled by

multiple signaling cascades and a large group of actin-

binding proteins (ABPs), to form various arrays that carry

out distinct functions indifferent regions of thepollen tube

[3,4��,6��,7]. Importantly, recent discoveries in regulation

of apical MF dynamics provide new insight in MF-based

regulatory mechanisms for pollen-tube tip growth.

Cortical microtubules (MTs) in pollen tubes consist of

two different forms: longitudinal thick bundles in the

distal shank and more dynamic apical/subapical frag-

ments (Figure 1). MTs are proposed to be a target for

self-incompatibility signaling [8], and are involved in the

movement of the generative cell and vegetative nucleus

in pollen tubes [9]. However, the role of MTs in pollen-

tube tip growth remains to be defined. In angiosperm

pollen tubes, disruption of MTs with oryzalin or colchi-

cine did not perturb pollen-tube growth rate, although the

directionality was compromised [9,10]. Nevertheless, re-

cent studies suggest that MTs are involved in exocytosis

and endocytosis, and the movement of organelles, sug-

gesting a potential role for MTs in the regulation of

pollen-tube tip growth [11,12�,13��].

The distribution and functions of MFs in pollen
tubes
Pharmacological and genetic studies combined with live

cell imaging have revealed multiple distinct populations
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Abstract
Plant responses to low temperature are tightly associated with defense responses. We pre-

viously characterized the chilling-sensitive mutant chs3-1 resulting from the activation of

the Toll and interleukin 1 receptor-nucleotide binding-leucine-rich repeat (TIR-NB-LRR)-

type resistance (R) protein harboring a C-terminal LIM (Lin-11, Isl-1 and Mec-3 domains)

domain. Here we report the identification of a suppressor of chs3, ibr5-7 (indole-3-butyric
acid response 5), which largely suppresses chilling-activated defense responses. IBR5
encodes a putative dual-specificity protein phosphatase. The accumulation of CHS3 protein

at chilling temperatures is inhibited by the IBR5mutation. Moreover, chs3-conferred
defense phenotypes were synergistically suppressed by mutations in HSP90 and IBR5.
Further analysis showed that IBR5, with holdase activity, physically associates with CHS3,

HSP90 and SGT1b (Suppressor of the G2 allele of skp1) to form a complex that protects

CHS3. In addition to the positive role of IBR5 in regulating CHS3, IBR5 is also involved in

defense responses mediated by R genes, including SNC1 (Suppressor of npr1-1, Constitu-
tive 1), RPS4 (Resistance to P. syringae 4) and RPM1 (Resistance to Pseudomonas syrin-
gae pv.maculicola 1). Thus, the results of the present study reveal a role for IBR5 in the

regulation of multiple R protein-mediated defense responses.

Author Summary

Resistance (R) genes play central roles in recognizing pathogens and triggering plant
defense responses. CHS3 encodes a TIR-NB-LRR-type R protein harboring a C-terminal
LIM domain. A point mutation in CHS3 activates the defense response under chilling
stress. Here we identified and characterized ibr5-7, a mutant that suppresses the chilling-
induced defense responses of chs3-1. We observed that the enhanced defense responses
and cell death in the chs3-1mutant are synergistically dependent on IBR5 and HSP90.
IBR5 physically interacts with CHS3, forming a complex with SGT1b/ HSP90. Moreover,
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Although researchers have established that DNA methylation and active demethylation are dynamically regulated in plant cells, the
molecular mechanism for the regulation of active DNA demethylation is not well understood. By using an Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis
thaliana) line expressing the Promoter RESPONSIVE TO DEHYDRATION 29A:LUCIFERASE (ProRD29A:LUC) and Promoter cauliflower
mosaic virus 35S:NEOMYCIN PHOSPHOTRANSFERASE II (Pro35S:NPTII) transgenes, we isolated an mbd7 (for methyl-CpG-binding
domain protein7) mutant. The mbd7mutation causes an inactivation of the Pro35S:NPTII transgene but does not affect the expression of
the ProRD29A:LUC transgene. The silencing of the Pro35S:NPTII reporter gene is associated with DNA hypermethylation of the
reporter gene. MBD7 interacts physically with REPRESSOR OF SILENCING5/INCREASED DNAMETHYLATION2, a protein in the
small heat shock protein family. MBD7 prefers to target the genomic loci with high densities of DNA methylation around
chromocenters. The Gypsy-type long terminal repeat retrotransposons mainly distributed around chromocenters are most
affected bymbd7 in all transposons. Our results suggest that MBD7 is required for active DNA demethylation and antisilencing of the
genomic loci with high densities of DNA methylation in Arabidopsis.

DNA methylation is an important epigenetic marker
for genome stability and the regulation of gene expression
in both plants and animals (Law and Jacobsen, 2010; He
et al., 2011). In plants, the molecular mechanisms for DNA
methylation have been well characterized by the use of
powerful genetic screening systems (Bartee et al., 2001;
Lindroth et al., 2001; Matzke et al., 2004; He et al., 2009). A
transgene or an endogenous gene may be silenced be-
cause of DNA hypermethylation in the promoter region.
Screenings for mutants with release of the silenced marker
genes have identified many components that are involved
in RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) and in
maintaining DNAmethylation (Matzke and Birchler, 2005;
Law and Jacobsen, 2009; He et al., 2011; Bender, 2012).
DNA methylation is catalyzed by DNA methyltransfer-
ases including DNA METHYLTRANSFERASE1 (MET1)
and CHROMOMETHYLASE3 (CMT3), which maintain
symmetric CG and CHG methylation, respectively,

during DNA replication, and DOMAINS REARRANGED
METHYLASE2 (DRM2) and CMT2, which are required
for establishing CHG and asymmetric CHH methylation
during each cell cycle. DRM2 also catalyzes CG methyl-
ation (Law and Jacobsen, 2010; Haag and Pikaard, 2011;
He et al., 2011; Zemach et al., 2013; Stroud et al., 2014).
Twenty-four-nucleotide small RNAs produced through
the RdDM pathway target genomic regions to guide
the establishment of DNA methylation by DRM2 (Cao
et al., 2003).

DNA methylation can be actively removed by a sub-
family of bifunctional DNA glycosylases/lyases including
REPRESSOR OF SILENCING1 (ROS1; Gong et al., 2002)
and its paralogs DEMETER and DEMETER-LIKE2/3
(Gehring et al., 2006; Ortega-Galisteo et al., 2008). DNA
methylation can also be passively lost during DNA repli-
cationwhenDNAmethylation cannot bemaintained (Zhu,
2009). Promoter RESPONSIVE TO DEHYDRATION 29A:
LUCIFERASE (ProRD29A:LUC) in the ProRD29A:LUC/
Promoter cauliflower mosaic virus 35S:NEOMYCIN PHOS-
PHOTRANSFERASE II (Pro35S:NPTII) transgenic Arabi-
dopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) line has been used as a marker
to identify ros1 and ros3mutants in which both ProRD29A:
LUC and Pro35S:NPTII are silenced (Gong et al., 2002;
Zheng et al., 2008). ROS3 is an RNA-binding protein that
facilitates the function of ROS1 in active DNA demethyl-
ation at certain genomic loci. Using Pro35S:NPTII as a se-
lection marker for kanamycin-sensitive mutants and the
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WRKY42 Modulates Phosphate Homeostasis through
Regulating Phosphate Translocation and
Acquisition in Arabidopsis1[OPEN]
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The Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) WRKY transcription factor family has more than 70 members, and some of them have
been reported to play important roles in plant response to biotic and abiotic stresses. This study shows that WRKY42 regulated
phosphate homeostasis in Arabidopsis. The WRKY42-overexpressing lines, similar to the phosphate1 (pho1) mutant, were more
sensitive to low-inorganic phosphate (Pi) stress and had lower shoot Pi content compared with wild-type plants. The PHO1
expression was repressed in WRKY42-overexpressing lines and enhanced in the wrky42 wrky6 double mutant. The WRKY42
protein bound to the PHO1 promoter under Pi-sufficient condition, and this binding was abrogated during Pi starvation. These
data indicate that WRKY42 modulated Pi translocation by regulating PHO1 expression. Furthermore, overexpression of
WRKY42 increased root Pi content and Pi uptake, whereas the wrky42 mutant had lower root Pi content and Pi uptake rate
compared with wild-type plants. Under Pi-sufficient condition, WRKY42 positively regulated PHOSPHATE TRANSPORTER1;1
(PHT1;1) expression by binding to the PHT1;1 promoter, and this binding was abolished by low-Pi stress. During Pi starvation,
the WRKY42 protein was degraded through the 26S proteasome pathway. Our results showed that AtWRKY42 modulated Pi
homeostasis by regulating the expression of PHO1 and PHT1;1 to adapt to environmental changes in Pi availability.

Phosphorus is an essential nutrient for plant growth
(Raghothama, 1999) and the main component of fer-
tilizers to sustain modern agriculture. Approximately
70% of global cultivated land suffers from phosphate
deficiency (López-Arredondo et al., 2014). Mainte-
nance of phosphate homeostasis in plants is important
for plant growth and reproduction, and it is achieved
mainly by coordination of acquisition of inorganic
phosphate (Pi; orthophosphate) from the soil solution,
translocation of Pi from roots to shoots, and remobi-
lization of internal Pi (Poirier and Bucher, 2002).

Pi is the only form of phosphorus that can be ab-
sorbed in plants (Chiou and Lin, 2011; López-Arredondo
et al., 2014). Plants take up Pi from soil solution through
phosphate transporters (PHTs) encoded by members of
the PHT1 gene family. There are at least nine members
(PHT1;1–PHT1;9) of the PHT1 family in Arabidopsis

(Arabidopsis thaliana), and transcripts of PHT1;1 are the
most abundant among nine PHT1 genes (Mudge et al.,
2002). PHT1;1 and PHT1;4 play important roles in Pi
uptake from soil. Under high-Pi condition, the pht1;1
mutants’ uptake rate was only 59% to 66% of the wild
type, and the Pi uptake rates of pht1;4 mutants in-
creased slightly (Shin et al., 2004), indicating that
PHT1;1 plays an important role in Pi uptake under Pi-
sufficient condition. During Pi starvation, the expres-
sions of PHT1;1 and PHT1;4 are significantly induced
(Muchhal et al., 1996; Karthikeyan et al., 2002; Mudge
et al., 2002; Shin et al., 2004), and overexpression of
PHT1;1 increases Pi uptake in Arabidopsis (Wang et al.,
2014). Several transcription factors have been reported
to regulate PHT1;1 expression. Under Pi-deficient con-
dition, the transcription of PHT1;1 is positively regu-
lated by PHOSPHATE STARVATION RESPONSE1
(PHR1; Rubio et al., 2001), WRKY75 (Devaiah et al.,
2007), and WRKY45 (Wang et al., 2014) and negatively
regulated by MYB DOMAIN PROTEIN62 (MYB62;
Devaiah et al., 2009). However, under Pi-sufficient
condition, the molecular mechanism for the regulation
of PHT1;1 expression is unknown. PHT1;1 is also reg-
ulated at posttranscription level. The PHOSPHATE
TRANSPORTER TRAFFIC FACILITATOR1 (PHF1)
protein is necessary for PHT1;1 plasma membrane
localization, and mutation of PHF1 impairs the locali-
zation of PHT1;1 at the plasma membrane (González
et al., 2005). Additionally, E2 conjugase PHOSPHATE2
(PHO2) modulates PHT1;1 protein degradation (Huang
et al., 2013), and NITROGEN LIMITATION ADAP-
TATION mediates PHT1;1 and PHT1;4 degradation to
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Changes in the Phosphoproteome and Metabolome Link
Early Signaling Events to Rearrangement of
Photosynthesis and Central Metabolism in Salinity and
Oxidative Stress Response in Arabidopsis1
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Salinity and oxidative stress are major factors affecting and limiting the productivity of agricultural crops. The molecular and
biochemical processes governing the plant response to abiotic stress have often been researched in a reductionist manner. Here,
we report a systemic approach combining metabolic labeling and phosphoproteomics to capture early signaling events with
quantitative metabolome analysis and enzyme activity assays to determine the effects of salt and oxidative stress on plant
physiology. K+ and Na+ transporters showed coordinated changes in their phosphorylation pattern, indicating the importance of
dynamic ion homeostasis for adaptation to salt stress. Unique phosphorylation sites were found for Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis
thaliana) SNF1 kinase homolog10 and 11, indicating their central roles in the stress-regulated responses. Seven Sucrose Non-
fermenting1-Related Protein Kinase2 kinases showed varying levels of phosphorylation at multiple serine/threonine residues in
their kinase domain upon stress, showing temporally distinct modulation of the various isoforms. Salinity and oxidative stress
also lead to changes in protein phosphorylation of proteins central to photosynthesis, in particular the kinase State Transition
Protein7 required for state transition and light-harvesting II complex proteins. Furthermore, stress-induced changes of the
phosphorylation of enzymes of central metabolism were observed. The phosphorylation patterns of these proteins were
concurrent with changes in enzyme activity. This was reflected by altered levels of metabolites, such as the sugars sucrose
and fructose, glycolysis intermediates, and amino acids. Together, our study provides evidence for a link between early
signaling in the salt and oxidative stress response that regulates the state transition of photosynthesis and the rearrangement
of primary metabolism.

Abiotic stress reduces plant growth, limits crop pro-
ductivity, and plays a major role in determining plant
ecotypes. In the field, a plant may experience several
distinct abiotic stresses either concurrently or at different
times throughout the growing season. Salinity is a
common example of the abiotic stresses that plants may
encounter. Plants have the potential for adaptation to
improve salt tolerance by regulating the ionic homeo-
stasis pathways (Quan et al., 2007). In Arabidopsis
(Arabidopsis thaliana), the Salt Overly Sensitive (SOS)
pathway is known to be activated by salt stress through

molecular and genetic analyses, and it is defined by three
protein components: SOS1–SOS3. Salt stress is known to
increase the calcium concentration in the cytoplasm.
SOS3, a myristoylated calcium binding protein, is pro-
posed to perceive this signal, and it physically interacts
with and activates a Ser/Thr protein kinase, SOS2. One
of the downstream targets of the SOS3-SOS2 complex is
SOS1, a plasmamembrane-localizedNa+/H+ antiporter.
Overexpression of SOS1 improves salt tolerance in
transgenic plants (Qiu et al., 2002), and genetic evidence
indicates that mutations in SOS1, SOS2, or SOS3 reduce
the Na+/H+ exchange activity. Furthermore, phospho-
rylation of SOS1 by the SOS2-SOS3 complex could in-
crease salt tolerance in yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae;
Quintero et al., 2002).

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) plays a dual role in plants
as the toxic byproduct of normal cell metabolism and
a regulatory molecule in stress perception and signal
transduction. Under salt stress, the accumulation of reac-
tive oxygen species (ROS), particularly H2O2, is induced.
Ample evidence suggests that ROS function as signals,
inducing ROS scavengers and other protective mecha-
nisms as well as damaging agents contributing to stress
injury in plants. The activation of two mitogen-activated
protein kinases, MPK3 andMPK6, andmitogen-activated
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Ethylene, a key phytohormone involved in plant-pathogen interaction, plays a positive role in plant resistance against fungal
pathogens. However, its function in plant bacterial resistance remains unclear. Here, we report a detailed analysis of ethylene
induction in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) in response to Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato DC3000 (Pst). Ethylene biosynthesis
is highly induced in both pathogen/microbe-associated molecular pattern (PAMP)-triggered immunity and effector-triggered
immunity (ETI), and the induction is potentiated by salicylic acid (SA) pretreatment. In addition, Pst actively suppresses PAMP-
triggered ethylene induction in a type III secretion system-dependent manner. SA potentiation of ethylene induction is dependent
mostly on MITOGEN-ACTIVATED PROTEIN KINASE6 (MPK6) and MPK3 and their downstream ACS2 and ACS6, two type I
isoforms of 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid synthases (ACSs). ACS7, a type III ACS whose expression is enhanced by SA
pretreatment, is also involved. Pst expressing the avrRpt2 effector gene (Pst-avrRpt2), which is capable of triggering ETI, induces a
higher level of ethylene production, and the elevated portion is dependent on SALICYLIC ACID INDUCTION DEFICIENT2 and
NONEXPRESSER OF PATHOGENESIS-RELATED GENE1, two key players in SA biosynthesis and signaling. High-order ACS
mutants with reduced ethylene induction are more susceptible to both Pst and Pst-avrRpt2, demonstrating a positive role of
ethylene in plant bacterial resistance mediated by both PAMP-triggered immunity and ETI.

Plants have multilayered defenses to ward off in-
vading pathogens. The first line of defense is initiated
by the detection of pathogen/microbe-associated mo-
lecular patterns (PAMPs) by plant cell surface pattern
recognition receptors, which triggers a robust defense
response known as PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI;
Ausubel, 2005; Jones and Dangl, 2006; Boller and Felix,
2009; Spoel and Dong, 2012; Zipfel, 2014). To circum-
vent the immune responses of plants, pathogens are
capable of delivering effector proteins into plant cells

through the type III secretion system (TTSS) to suppress
PTI to facilitate pathogenesis (Alfano and Collmer,
2004; Boller and He, 2009; Guo et al., 2009; Feng and
Zhou, 2012). As a counter measure, plants evolved to
possess a second line of defense inwhichRESISTANCE (R)
proteins mediate the recognition of pathogen-derived
effectors, initiating so-called effector-triggered immu-
nity (ETI), which is stronger than PTI in general and
frequently associated with hypersensitive response cell
death (Ausubel, 2005; Glazebrook, 2005; Chisholm et al.,
2006; Jones and Dangl, 2006; Dodds and Rathjen, 2010).
Along with PAMPs and effectors, plant endogenous
elicitors known as damage-associated molecular pat-
terns (DAMPs), such as plant-derived peptides and cell
wall fragments that are released upon wounding and
infection, are also capable of inducing immune responses
in plants (Boller and Felix, 2009).

Plant sensing of pathogen-originated PAMPs and
effectors or plant-originated DAMPs activates multi-
ple signal transduction pathways, including mitogen-
activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascades (for review, see
Zhang and Klessig, 2001; Pedley and Martin, 2005;
Pitzschke et al., 2009; Rodriguez et al., 2010; Tena et al.,
2011; Meng and Zhang, 2013). MAPK cascades are con-
served eukaryotic signaling modules composed of three
sequentially acting kinaseswithMAPKs at the bottom tier.
MAPKs require phosphorylation activation by MAPK
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To maintain a stable cytosol phosphate (Pi) concentration, plant cells store Pi in their vacuoles. When the Pi concentration in the
cytosol decreases, Pi is exported from the vacuole into the cytosol. This export is mediated by Pi transporters on the tonoplast. In
this study, we demonstrate that SYG1, PHO81, and XPR1 (SPX)-Major Facility Superfamily (MFS) proteins have a similar
structure with yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) low-affinity Pi transporters Phosphatase87 (PHO87), PHO90, and PHO91.
OsSPX-MFS1, OsSPX-MFS2, and OsSPX-MFS3 all localized on the tonoplast of rice (Oryza sativa) protoplasts, even in the
absence of the SPX domain. At high external Pi concentration, OsSPX-MFS3 could partially complement the yeast mutant
strain EY917 under pH 5.5, which lacks all five Pi transporters present in yeast. In oocytes, OsSPX-MFS3 was shown to
facilitate Pi influx or efflux depending on the external pH and Pi concentrations. In contrast to tonoplast localization in
plants cells, OsSPX-MFS3 was localized to the plasma membrane when expressed in both yeast and oocytes. Overexpression
of OsSPX-MFS3 results in decreased Pi concentration in the vacuole of rice tissues. We conclude that OsSPX-MFS3 is a low-
affinity Pi transporter that mediates Pi efflux from the vacuole into cytosol and is coupled to proton movement.

Phosphorus (P) is an important macronutrient for
growth and development in plants. As a sessile organism,
plants have evolved a sophisticated signaling network to
obtain phosphate (Pi) from the environment where Pi

concentration varies greatly and is often below that re-
quired for optimal growth (Chiou andLin, 2011;Wuet al.,
2013). The difference in Pi concentrations of plant tissues
can be up to 10-fold when grown in Pi-sufficient and
-deficient conditions. This large variation of Pi concen-
tration in plant tissues is mainly due to differences in the
Pi content of the vacuole (Lambers et al., 2011). Under Pi-
sufficient conditions, a large amount of Pi is stored in the
vacuole. The vacuolar Pi can be transported into the cy-
tosol when external available Pi concentration decreases
to a threshold level (Pratt et al., 2009). Although a number
of molecular components of Pi uptake, mobilization, and
utilization have been identified and functionally charac-
terized, transporters of Pi import and export from the
vacuole remain undefined inplants (Chiou andLin, 2011).

The SYG1, PHO81, and XPR1 (SPX) domain (Pfam
PF03105) is named after the Suppressor of Yeast
G-protein a-subunit1 (SYG1), the yeast (Saccharomyces
cerevisiae) Phosphatase81 (PHO81), and the human
Xenotropic and Polytrophic Retrovirus receptor1
(XPR1). Normally, the SPX domain is localized at the
N-terminal region of proteins. Depending on the char-
acteristics to the C terminus domain of the SPX pro-
teins, these proteins are divided into four subfamilies in
plants (Secco et al., 2012a). Interestingly, members from
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Phosphorus (P), an essential macronutrient for all living cells, is indispensable for agricultural production. Although Arabidopsis
(Arabidopsis thaliana) PHOSPHATE RESPONSE1 (PHR1) and its orthologs in other species have been shown to function in
transcriptional regulation of phosphate (Pi) signaling and Pi homeostasis, an integrative comparison of PHR1-related proteins in
rice (Oryza sativa) has not previously been reported. Here, we identified functional redundancy among three PHR1 orthologs
in rice (OsPHR1, OsPHR2, and OsPHR3) using phylogenetic and mutation analysis. OsPHR3 in conjunction with OsPHR1 and
OsPHR2 function in transcriptional activation of most Pi starvation-induced genes. Loss-of-function mutations in any one of
these transcription factors (TFs) impaired root hair growth (primarily root hair elongation). However, these three TFs showed
differences in DNA binding affinities and messenger RNA expression patterns in different tissues and growth stages, and
transcriptomic analysis revealed differential effects on Pi starvation-induced gene expression of single mutants of the three
TFs, indicating some degree of functional diversification. Overexpression of genes encoding any of these TFs resulted in partial
constitutive activation of Pi starvation response and led to Pi accumulation in the shoot. Furthermore, unlike OsPHR2-
overexpressing lines, which exhibited growth retardation under normal or Pi-deficient conditions, OsPHR3-overexpressing
plants exhibited significant tolerance to low-Pi stress but normal growth rates under normal Pi conditions, suggesting that
OsPHR3 would be useful for molecular breeding to improve Pi uptake/use efficiency under Pi-deficient conditions. We propose
that OsPHR1, OsPHR2, and OsPHR3 form a network and play diverse roles in regulating Pi signaling and homeostasis in rice.

Phosphorus (P), an essential macronutrient for all
living cells, is a constituent of key molecules, such as
ATP, nucleic acids, and phospholipids (Rubio et al.,
2001; Cheng et al., 2011). Although the overall P con-
tent in soil is high, P represents a limiting factor for

plant growth because of its rapid immobilization by
soil organic and inorganic components in many natu-
ral and agricultural ecosystems (for review, see
Richardson et al., 2009; Rouached et al., 2010; Hinsinger
et al., 2011). Consequently, plants have evolved strat-
egies to cope with a limited phosphate (Pi) supply,
including mechanisms to increase Pi uptake and use
and recycle P more efficiently in the plant (Nilsson
et al., 2007). PHOSPHATE STARVATION RESPONSE1
(PHR1) in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) and its
orthologs in other species play key roles in these
processes by regulating Pi signaling and Pi homeo-
stasis to help the plant adapt to Pi deficiency by
binding to a cis-element with an imperfect palindromic
sequence (GnATATnC; i.e. PHOSPHATE STARVATION
RESPONSE1 binding site [P1BS]; Rubio et al., 2001;
Bari et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2008; Bustos et al., 2010).
PHR1 functions in three main regulatory pathways as
described below.

The first (and most important) Pi regulatory path-
way includes five key members: PHR1, INDUCED BY
PHOSPHATE STARVATION1 (IPS1), microRNA399
(miR399), PHOSPHATE2 (PHO2), and PHOSPHATE
TRANSPORTER (PT). PHR1 directly binds to the
promoters of IPS1 (a noncoding RNA; Martín et al.,
2000) and miR399 under Pi-deficient conditions (Rubio
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SOS2-LIKE PROTEIN KINASE5, an SNF1-RELATED
PROTEIN KINASE3-Type Protein Kinase, Is Important for
Abscisic Acid Responses in Arabidopsis through
Phosphorylation of ABSCISIC ACID-INSENSITIVE51[OPEN]

Xiaona Zhou2, Hongmei Hao2, Yuguo Zhang2, Yili Bai, Wenbo Zhu, Yunxia Qin3, Feifei Yuan, Feiyi Zhao4,
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Abscisic acid (ABA) plays an essential role in seed germination. In this study, we demonstrate that one SNF1-RELATED PROTEIN
KINASE3-type protein kinase, SOS2-LIKE PROTEIN KINASE5 (PKS5), is involved in ABA signal transduction via the phosphorylation
of an interacting protein, ABSCISIC ACID-INSENSITIVE5 (ABI5). We found that pks5-3 and pks5-4, two previously identified
PKS5 superactive kinase mutants with point mutations in the PKS5 FISL/NAF (a conserved peptide that is necessary for
interaction with SOS3 or SOS3-LIKE CALCIUM BINDING PROTEINs) motif and the kinase domain, respectively, are
hypersensitive to ABA during seed germination. PKS5 was found to interact with ABI5 in yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae),
and this interaction was further confirmed in planta using bimolecular fluorescence complementation. Genetic studies revealed that
ABI5 is epistatic to PKS5. PKS5 phosphorylates a serine (Ser) residue at position 42 in ABI5 and regulates ABA-responsive gene
expression. This phosphorylation was induced by ABA in vivo and transactivated ABI5. Expression of ABI5, in which Ser-42
was mutated to alanine, could not fully rescue the ABA-insensitive phenotypes of the abi5-8 and pks5-4abi5-8 mutants. In
contrast, mutating Ser-42 to aspartate rescued the ABA insensitivity of these mutants. These data demonstrate that PKS5-
mediated phosphorylation of ABI5 at Ser-42 is critical for the ABA regulation of seed germination and gene expression in
Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana).

The phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA) plays im-
portant roles in plant growth and developmental
processes (Finkelstein et al., 2002; Cutler et al., 2010).
Recently, a phosphorylation cascade has been shown
to play a fundamental role in early ABA signaling
(Fujita et al., 2009; Cutler et al., 2010). When bound to
ABA, PYRABACIN RESISTANCE1/PYRABACIN
RESISTANCE1-LIKE/REGULATORY COMPONENTS
OF ABSCISIC ACID RECEPTOR-type ABA receptors
(hereafter referred to as PYLs) interact with and in-
hibit clade A PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE2C (PP2C).
This leads to the release of SNF1-RELATED PRO-
TEIN KINASE2 (SnRK2)-type protein kinases from
PP2C-SnRK2 complexes, allowing SnRK2s to phos-
phorylate and activate downstream effectors of ABA re-
sponses, such as ABSCISIC ACID-INSENSITIVE5 (ABI5)
and other ABSCISIC ACID-RESPONSIVE ELEMENT-
BINDING FACTORs (ABFs; Fujita et al., 2009; Cutler
et al., 2010).

The phosphorylation of ABI5 and ABFs by ABA-
activated kinases is required for ABA-responsive gene
expression (Lopez-Molina et al., 2001, 2003; Furihata
et al., 2006; Rodrigues et al., 2013). ABI5 and ABFs
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Summary

� The rice bean (Vigna umbellata) root apex specifically secretes citrate through expression

activation of Vigna umbellata Multidrug and Toxic Compound Extrusion 1 (VuMATE1) under

aluminum (Al3+) stress. However, the underlying mechanisms regulating VuMATE1 expres-

sion remain unknown.
� We isolated and characterized a gene encoding Sensitive to Proton Rhizotoxicity1 (STOP1)-

like protein, VuSTOP1, from rice bean. The role of VuSTOP1 in regulating VuMATE1 expres-

sion was investigated using the yeast one-hybrid assay. We characterized the function of

VuSTOP1 in Al3 + - and H+-tolerance using in planta complementation assays.
� We demonstrated that VuSTOP1 has transactivation potential. We found that VuSTOP1

expression is inducible by Al3+ and H+ stress. However, although VuSTOP1 binds to the pro-

moter of VuMATE1, the inconsistent tissue localization patterns of VuSTOP1 and VuMATE1

preclude VuSTOP1 as the major factor regulating VuMATE1 expression. In addition, when a

protein translation inhibitor increased expression of VuSTOP1, VuMATE1 expression was inhib-

ited. In planta complementation assay demonstrated that VuSTOP1 could fully restore expres-

sion of genes involved in H+ tolerance, but could only partially restore expression of AtMATE.
� We conclude that VuSTOP1 plays a major role in H+ tolerance, but only a minor role in Al3+

tolerance. The differential transcriptional regulation of VuSTOP1 and VuMATE1 reveals a

complex regulatory system controlling VuMATE1 expression.

Introduction

Soil acidity is one of the major constraints limiting plant produc-
tion worldwide. It has been estimated that up to 50% of potential
arable lands are acidic (Uexk€ull & Mutert, 1995). When grown
in acidic soils, plants suffer from a variety of growth-limiting fac-
tors, including excessive concentrations of aluminum (Al3+),
hydrogen (H+), manganese (Mn2+) and iron (Fe3+) ions, and
deficiencies in the mineral nutrients calcium (Ca), magnesium
(Mg) and phosphorus (P) (Ishitani et al., 2004). Due to its rapid
and severe impairment of root apex development, Al3+ toxicity
has been recognized as one of the major constraints on crop pro-
duction in acidic soils (Kochian et al., 2004). Although less infor-
mation is available on this topic, proton rhizotoxicity has also
been associated with the impairment of root apex growth in

Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) (Koyama et al., 1995; Ikka
et al., 2007) and spinach (Spinacia oleracea) (Yang et al., 2005).
In addition, decreases in soil pH (i.e. increases in H+ concentra-
tion) increase the solubility of Al and the proportion of the most
toxic Al ion species, Al3+, in soil solutions. In this respect, Al tox-
icity and H+ toxicity are both relevant to crop productivity and
physiologically linked to one another.

Contrariwise, Al toxicity can also be alleviated by H+, because
an increase in H+ concentration decreases the negativity of the
plasma membrane and consequently decreases its Al3+ binding
capacity (Kinraide, 1998, 2003). In addition, one of the possible
mechanisms by which H+ rhizotoxicity damages root tip growth
has been suggested to be destabilization of pectin–Ca cross-links
(Koyama et al., 2001). However, this process might be reversed
by Al toxicity, because Al could strengthen the rigidity of cell wall
through the solidification of pectin, a process which in turn
inhibits cell elongation (Blamey et al., 1993). Therefore, plants*These authors contributed equally to this work.
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SUMMARY

Plant architecture, a complex of the important agronomic traits that determine grain yield, is a primary tar-

get of artificial selection of rice domestication and improvement. Some important genes affecting plant

architecture and grain yield have been isolated and characterized in recent decades; however, their underly-

ing mechanism remains to be elucidated. Here, we report genetic identification and functional analysis of

the PLANT ARCHITECTURE AND YIELD 1 (PAY1) gene in rice, which affects plant architecture and grain yield

in rice. Transgenic plants over-expressing PAY1 had twice the number of grains per panicle and conse-

quently produced nearly 38% more grain yield per plant than control plants. Mechanistically, PAY1 could

improve plant architecture via affecting polar auxin transport activity and altering endogenous indole-3-ace-

tic acid distribution. Furthermore, introgression of PAY1 into elite rice cultivars, using marker-assisted back-

ground selection, dramatically increased grain yield compared with the recipient parents. Overall, these

results demonstrated that PAY1 could be a new beneficial genetic resource for shaping ideal plant architec-

ture and breeding high-yielding rice varieties.

Keywords: PAY1, plant architecture, grain yield, polar auxin transport, rice, Oryza sativa.

INTRODUCTION

Plant architecture, usually referred to as the three-

dimensional organization of the aerial part of a plant, is

mainly determined by factors including branching (tiller-

ing) pattern, plant height, leaf shape and arrangement,

and inflorescence morphology (Reinhardt and Kuhlemeier,

2002; Wang and Li, 2006). Plant architecture is the best

means of identifying a plant species, and is also of major

agronomic importance as it determines plant survival abil-

ity under environmental stress, the suitability of a plant for

cultivation, its harvest index and potential grain yield

(Peng et al., 1999; Reinhardt and Kuhlemeier, 2002). During

the process of crop domestication and improvement, desir-

able plant architecture was the main selection direction for

obtaining high-yielding varieties. For example, the Green

Revolution led to dramatic increases in worldwide agricul-

tural productivity since the 1960s from cultivation of

lodging-resistant semi-dwarf varieties of wheat and rice

(Peng et al., 1999). Therefore, understanding the mecha-

nism underlying plant architecture will facilitate the breed-

ing of crop varieties with high-yield potential.

Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the world’s most important cer-

eal crop and feeds half of the world’s population. As arable

land decreases and global population increases, looking

for ways to raise grain yield has become a priority. To

meet this challenge, new elite rice varieties with ideal plant

architecture that can produce much higher grain yield need

to be developed. Rice plant architecture, a comprehensive

reflection of important agronomic traits, is mainly deter-

mined by tilling pattern, plant height and panicle morphol-

ogy, and has a decisive effect on grain yield (Wang and Li,

2005, 2008; Xing and Zhang, 2010). In recent years, many

important genes/quantitative trait loci controlling plant

architecture and grain yield have been isolated and

functionally characterized. For example, artificial selection

for the PROSTRATE GROWTH 1 (PROG1) mutant during

rice domestication led to the transition from the plant

© 2015 The Authors
The Plant Journal published by Society for Experimental Biology and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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SUMMARY

The development of lateral roots (LR) is known to be severely inhibited by salt or osmotic stress. However,

the molecular mechanisms underlying LR development in osmotic/salt stress conditions are poorly under-

stood. Here we show that the gene encoding the WRKY transcription factor WRKY46 (WRKY46) is expressed

throughout lateral root primordia (LRP) during early LR development and that expression is subsequently

restricted to the stele of the mature LR. In osmotic/salt stress conditions, lack of WRKY46 (in loss-of-func-

tion wrky46 mutants) significantly reduces, while overexpression of WRKY46 enhances, LR development.

We also show that exogenous auxin largely restores LR development in wrky46 mutants, and that the auxin

transport inhibitor 2,3,5-triiodobenzoic acid (TIBA) inhibits LR development in both wild-type (WT; Col-0)

and in a line overexpressing WRKY46 (OV46). Subsequent analysis of abscisic acid (ABA)-related mutants

indicated that WRKY46 expression is down-regulated by ABA signaling, and up-regulated by an ABA-inde-

pendent signal induced by osmotic/salt stress. Next, we show that expression of the DR5:GUS auxin

response reporter is reduced in roots of wrky46 mutants, and that both wrky46 mutants and OV46 display

altered root levels of free indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) and IAA conjugates. Subsequent RT-qPCR and ChIP-qPCR

experiments indicated that WRKY46 directly regulates the expression of ABI4 and of genes regulating auxin

conjugation. Finally, analysis of wrky46 abi4 double mutant plants confirms that ABI4 acts downstream of

WRKY46. In summary, our results demonstrate that WRKY46 contributes to the feedforward inhibition of

osmotic/salt stress-dependent LR inhibition via regulation of ABA signaling and auxin homeostasis.

Keywords: lateral root, WRKY46, abscisic acid, auxin, osmotic stress, Arabidopsis thaliana.

INTRODUCTION

Lateral root (LR) formation is a major determinant of root

system architecture, and thus impacts the anchorage, effi-

ciency of water uptake, and nutrient acquisition of plants

(Peret et al., 2009). In Arabidopsis, LRs originate from a

specific differentiated layer of cells called founder cells

within the pericycle of the root (Lavenus et al., 2013). Dur-

ing LR initiation, the founder cells undergo several rounds

of anticlinal and periclinal asymmetric divisions, thus pro-

ducing a dome-shaped LR primordium (LRP). The LRP then

grows through the outer layers of the parent root and

eventually emerges. Soon after emergence, the LRP is acti-

vated and forms a functional LR meristem (Malamy and

Benfey, 1997; Lavenus et al., 2013).

The phytohormone auxin is known to be a key regula-

tor of LR development. For example, auxin primes pericy-

cle cells to become potential founder cells in the basal

meristem (De Smet et al., 2007; Moreno-Risueno et al.,

2010). In addition, during subsequent LR initiation, auxin

modulates cell cycle progression and asymmetric cell divi-

sion (Fukaki et al., 2002; Vanneste et al., 2005; Okushima

et al., 2007; De Smet et al., 2008). Furthermore, distur-

bance of normal auxin distribution in LR founder cells

using polar auxin transport inhibition is sufficient to block

LR initiation (Casimiro et al., 2001). The subsequent speci-

fication and organization of LRPs, as well as the regula-

tion of cells overlaying LRPs, also requires auxin signaling

© 2015 The Authors
The Plant Journal © 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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SUMMARY

Auxin and cadmium (Cd) stress play critical roles during root development. There are only a few reports on

the mechanisms by which Cd stress influences auxin homeostasis and affects primary root (PR) and lateral

root (LR) development, and almost nothing is known about how auxin and Cd interfere with root hair (RH)

development. Here, we characterize rice osaux1 mutants that have a longer PR and shorter RHs in hydro-

ponic culture, and that are more sensitive to Cd stress compared to wild-type (Dongjin). OsAUX1 expression

in root hair cells is different from that of its paralogous gene, AtAUX1, which is expressed in non-hair cells.

However, OsAUX1, like AtAUX1, localizes at the plasma membrane and appears to function as an auxin

tranporter. Decreased auxin distribution and contents in the osaux1 mutant result in reduction of

OsCyCB1;1 expression and shortened PRs, LRs and RHs under Cd stress, but may be rescued by treatment

with the membrane-permeable auxin 1-naphthalene acetic acid. Treatment with the auxin transport inhibi-

tors 1-naphthoxyacetic acid and N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid increased the Cd sensitivity of WT rice. Cd

contents in the osaux1 mutant were not altered, but reactive oxygen species-mediated damage was

enhanced, further increasing the sensitivity of the osaux1 mutant to Cd stress. Taken together, our results

indicate that OsAUX1 plays an important role in root development and in responses to Cd stress.

Keywords: auxin, Cd stress, OsAUX1, Primary root, rice (Oryza sativa L.), root hair.

INTRODUCTION

Auxin moves within the plant body through non-polar

auxin and polar auxin transport, the latter involving carrier-

mediated transport (Kramer and Bennett, 2006). Polar auxin

transport plays an important role in various aspects of plant

growth and development (Friml and Palme, 2002; Swarup

and Bennett, 2003). Transporters of auxin include the influx

transporters of the AUXIN1/LIKE AUX1 (AUX1/LAX) family

(Bennett et al., 1996; Kerr & Bennett 2007; Swarup et al.,

2008), and efflux transporters encoded by members of the

PIN-FORMED (PIN) and ATP binding cassette B/P-glycopro-

tein (ABCB/PGP) families (Noh et al., 2001; Murphy et al.,

2002; Geisler et al., 2005; Petrasek et al., 2006; Cho et al.,

2007; Yang and Murphy, 2009). In recent years, PIN-LIKE

proteins have also been reported to be involved in auxin

transport (Barbez et al., 2012). Polar auxin transport in

plants creates local auxin maxima that form the basis for

plant development and differentiation, regulation of

embryogenesis, organogenesis, vascular tissue formation,

lateral root initiation and tropic responses (Vieten et al.,

2007; Petrasek and Friml, 2009; Peret et al., 2012).

In Arabidopsis, the AUX1/LAX family consists of four

highly conserved members, AUX1, LAX1, LAX2 and LAX3,

© 2015 The Authors
The Plant Journal © 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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angles through positively regulating OsGH3-5 and OsBRI1
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ABSTRACT

Auxin and brassinosteroid (BR) are important phyto-
hormones for controlling lamina inclination implicated in
plant architecture and grain yield. But the molecular mecha-
nism of auxin and BR crosstalk for regulating lamina inclina-
tion remains unknown. Auxin response factors (ARFs)
control various aspects of plant growth and development. We
here report that OsARF19-overexpression rice lines show an
enlarged lamina inclination due to increase of its adaxial cell
division. OsARF19 is expressed in various organs including
lamina joint and strongly induced by auxin and BR. Chroma-
tin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and yeast one-hybrid
assays demonstrate that OsARF19 binds to the promoter of
OsGH3-5 and brassinosteroid insensitive 1 (OsBRI1) direct-
ing their expression. OsGH3-5-overexpression lines show a
similar phenotype as OsARF19-O1. Free auxin contents in
the lamina joint of OsGH3-5-O1 or OsARF19-O1 are
reduced. OsGH3-5 is localized at the endoplasmic retieulum
(ER) matching reduction of the free auxin contents in
OsGH3-5-O1. osarf19-TDNA and osgh3-5-Tos17 mutants
without erected leaves show a function redundancy with other
members of their gene family.OsARF19-overexpression lines
are sensitive to exogenous BR treatment and alter the expres-
sions of genes related to BR signalling.These findings provide
novel insights into auxin and BR signalling, and might have
significant implications for improving plant architecture of
monocot crops.

Key-words: OsARF19; OsBRI1; rice (Oryza sativa L.).

INTRODUCTION

Leaf angle (lamina inclination or lamina joint bending) is the
degree of bending between the leaf blade and leaf sheath or
the inclination between leaf blade and culm. Leaf angle is an
important agronomic trait for determining plant architecture
and grain yield. The regulatory mechanism of rice leaf angle

depends on the coordination of several phytohormone
signals including brassinosteroids (BRs) and auxin, which
may be related to differential cell elongation by adaxial and
abaxial cells in the lamina joint (Yokota & Mori 1992;
Sakamoto et al. 2013). A conserved mechanism of BR regu-
lation of plant development in Arabidopsis and rice acts
through a pair of antagonizing HLH/bHLH (basic helix-
loop-helix factors) transcription factors that act downstream
of Brassinazole-resistant 1 (BZR1, Zhang et al. 2009a,b).
OsGRAS19, a new member of the GRAS family [GA
INSENSITIVE (GAI), REPRESSOR OF GAI (RGA) and
SCARECROW (SCR)], is involved in the BR signalling
pathway. OsGRAS19-overexpressing plants displayed larger
leaf angles (Chen et al. 2013). However, LC2 (Leaf Inclina-
tion2) controls leaf angles by inhibiting the adaxial cell divi-
sion (Zhao et al. 2010); ILA1 (Increased Leaf Angle1) affects
leaf angles by regulating vascular bundle formation and cell
wall composition in the leaf lamina joint (Ning et al. 2011),
which is distinct from BR-dependent pathways. In a recent
report, Loose Plant Architecture 1 (LPA1), the functional rice
ortholog of AtIDD15/SHOOT GRAVITROPISM 5 (SGR5),
was shown to regulate the leaf angle by controlling the
adaxial growth of lamina joint, demonstrating the compli-
cated nature of the rice leaf angle regulatory mechanism (Wu
et al. 2013).

Besides the above recent reports, auxin was also shown to
control normal leaf development in various aspects (Davies
1995). Wada et al. (1981) discovered that auxin has an impact
on lamina inclination. Auxin early response genes, such as
AUX/IAA and GH3, the auxin receptor TIR1, and auxin
response factor (ARF), were reported in succession related to
regulating leaf angle. Overexpression of OsIAA1 increased
lamina joint angle and dwarfism (Song et al. 2009). In over-
expressing lines of MiR393a/b and related OsAFB2- or
OsTIR1-suppressed lines, flag leaf inclination was enlarged
(Bian et al. 2012). Interestingly, OsTIR1 and OsAFB2 were
shown to interact with OsIAA1 by using yeast two-hybrid and
bimolecular fluorescence complementation assays (Bian et al.
2012).The auxin early response gene GH3 encodes an indole-
3-acetic acid-amido synthetase and functions in maintaining
the auxin homeostasis through conjugating excess IAA to
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ABSTRACT

Pollen tube growth is an essential step during flowering plant reproduction, whose growth depends on a

population of dynamic apical actin filaments. Apical actin filaments were thought to be involved in the regu-

lation of vesicle fusion and targeting in the pollen tube. However, the molecular mechanisms that regulate

the construction of apical actin structures in the pollen tube remain largely unclear. Here, we identify pro-

filin as an important player in the regulation of actin polymerization at the apical membrane in the pollen

tube. Downregulation of profilin decreased the amount of filamentous actin and induced disorganization

of apical actin filaments, and reduced tip-directed vesicle transport and accumulation in the pollen tube.

Direct visualization of actin dynamics revealed that the elongation of actin filaments originating at the

apical membrane decreased in profilin mutant pollen tubes. Mutant profilin that is defective in binding

poly-L-proline only partially rescues the actin polymerization defect in profilin mutant pollen tubes,

although it fully rescues the actin turnover phenotype. We propose that profilin controls the construction

of actin structures at the pollen tube tip, presumably by favoring formin-mediated actin polymerization

at the apical membrane.

Keywords: pollen tube, actin, actin polymerization, profilin, formin

Liu X., Qu X., Jiang Y., Chang M., Zhang R., Wu Y., Fu Y., and Huang S. (2015). Profilin Regulates Apical Actin
Polymerization to Control Polarized Pollen Tube Growth. Mol. Plant. --, 1–16.

INTRODUCTION

An essential step during flowering plant reproduction is pollen

germination and subsequent pollen tube growth, which is

responsible for the delivery of two non-motile sperm cells to ef-

fect double fertilization (Berger et al., 2008). For decades, the

pollen tube has been widely used as a model cellular system

to study tip growth and the structure and function of the

actin cytoskeleton because of its regular morphology, rapid

growth and tight dependence on a properly regulated actin

cytoskeleton (Hepler et al., 2001; Cole and Fowler, 2006;

Cheung and Wu, 2008; Staiger et al., 2010; Guan et al., 2013;

Rounds and Bezanilla, 2013). The actin cytoskeleton has been

intensively studied for many years, but its precise role during

pollen tube growth remains largely unclear.

The general view regarding the distribution of the actin cytoskel-

eton in the pollen tube is that actin filaments are packed into lon-

gitudinal cables in the shank region but are highly dynamic at the

tip (Fu et al., 2001; Lovy-Wheeler et al., 2005; Samaj et al., 2006;

Vidali et al., 2009a; Chen et al., 2009b; Staiger et al., 2010; Qu

et al., 2015). The shank-localized actin cables were demon-

strated to provide molecular tracks to drive cytoplasmic stream-

ing (Ye et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2010; Chebli et al., 2013; Cai et al.,

2015). By comparison, the precise role of actin filaments at the

pollen tube tip, which is full of vesicles (Lancelle and Hepler,

1992), remains to be further established. It was demonstrated

that pollen tube growth itself is more sensitive than cytoplasmic

streaming to alterations in actin dynamics (Gibbon et al., 1999;

Vidali et al., 2001), consistent with the idea that the tip-localized

dynamic actin is important for vesicle targeting, which in turn is

required for membrane fusion and cell wall synthesis (Lee et al.,
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SIFGD: Setaria italica Functional Genomics
Database

Dear Editor,

Foxtail millet (Setaria italica) is a member of the Poaceae grasses

that was initially domesticated from thewild species of S. viridis in

Northern China over 8700 years ago (Barton et al., 2009). Foxtail

millet is distributed in natural and agricultural ecosystems

worldwide, and it is grown as a cereal crop for both human

food and fodder (Bettinger et al., 2010). With excellent

characteristics such as short stature, short growing season,

self-pollination, drought resistance, and high light efficiency, mil-

let is favored as an important crop in the semi-arid tropical area,

and regarded as a great model for all types of plant research

(Doust et al., 2009), especially the studies of C4 photosynthesis

(Li and Brutnell, 2011). In addition, foxtail millet exhibits rich

genetic diversity (�6000 varieties), which should be useful for

gene and genome characterization.

With two genome sequences published in 2012 (Bennetzen et al.,

2012; Zhang et al., 2012), functional research such as analyses of

transcriptional regulatory factors, microRNAs (Yi et al., 2013), and

metabolic pathways has sped up. However, the experimental

results from functional studies of S. italica are distributed over

different publications and there is a lack of integration.

Therefore, it is inconvenient for researchers to capture known

analyses and data for this grass. In addition, the degree of gene

annotation coverage in foxtail millet is still limited compared

with some other plant species that have standalone databases

for data storage and analysis.

We have established theS. italica Functional Genomics Database

(SIFGD) for bioinformatics analyses of gene function or regulatory

modules (Figure 1), and the URL is http://structuralbiology.cau.

edu.cn/SIFGD/. A generic genome browser (Gbrowse) is used

as a platform to integrate S. italica genome sequences,

transcript sequences, protein sequences, expressed sequence

tags (EST), miRNA-seq andRNA-seq data, frompublic data sour-

ces (Supplemental Table 1) such as phytozome, NCBI, and the

Beijing Genomics Institute. In the meantime, some gene

functional analysis tools are also provided in our database,

including gene family identification, advanced search, and motif

analysis.

First, we combined several analysis tools such as Pfam, InterPro-

Scan, BLAST, HMM, and collected experimental results in pub-

lications from other researchers for domain/motif and pathway

identification. We identified 87 gene families with 2968 members

that are putative transcription regulators; 5 classes with 1568 ki-

nase protein-encoding genes; 22 subfamilies with 2060 mem-

bers involved in the ubiquitin proteasome system; 43 families

with 357 proteins of cytochrome P450; and 92 families with

1207 members for 6 modules of carbohydrate-active enzymes

(Figure 1H and 1I and Supplemental Figure 1). For integrating

data from other researchers, 159 metabolism pathways

containing 11,863 enzymes captured from the KEGG database

and blast2GO results were highlighted in wiring diagrams

manually (Figure 1K); and 623 sequences of microRNAs

collected from the Yu and Prasad groups were predicted to act

on 1012 target genes (Figure 1G).

Second, with the aim of functional analysis, we have collected

978 plant cis-elements from publications and have found 754

present in promoter regions of foxtail millet genes. These motifs

are used to analyze transcriptional regulation (Figure 1B). In

addition, 130,000 GO entries integrated from ortholog

prediction and public databases were supplied for gene

ontology analysis.

Third, we set some tools for analysis of the EARmotif; EARmotif-

mediated gene repression is emerging as one of the principal

mechanisms of plant gene regulation. Our strategy combined

multiple alignments, an HMM model, PHI-BLAST, and ortholo-

gous search tools to identify 685 proteins with the EAR motif

(Supplemental Figure 2). Among the 685 EAR motifs, there are

34 different kinds of transcription regulators (TR) as listed in

Supplemental Table 2. We then made a comparison of

TR distribution between S. italica and Arabidopsis thaliana,

which clearly displayed the similarity and diversity. For

example, 18 Setaria italica proteins are homologous to the rice

DWARF 53(D53) protein, a repressor containing the EAR motif

pattern in strigolactone (SL) signaling (Jiang et al., 2013), while

no orthologs exists in Arabidopsis; six proteins are orthologous

to Zea mays RA1(RAMOSA1), a key regulator participated

in repressing branching as well as controlling inflorescence

architecture (Eveland et al., 2014), and three orthologous genes

are present in Arabidopsis. There is a model describing how

the EAR motif negatively regulates SIN3 ASSOCIATED

POLYPEPTIDE 18 (SAP18), HISTONE DEACETYLASE 19

(HDA19), and TOPLESS (TPL) through protein–protein

interaction to affect plant development and responses to

hormonal signals or stress (Kagale and Rozwadowski, 2011).

According to the orthologous search, we found that Si018590m

(an ortholog of SAP18), Si016908m (an ortholog of HDA19), and

Si033987m (an ortholog of TOPLESS-RELATED 1) appear in

foxtail millet. HDA19 and SAP18 are reported to promote resis-

tance to stress through regulating hormone signaling pathways,

including jasmonic acid (JA) and ethylene signalings; the key reg-

ulators of these two pathways in millet, such as AP2/EREBP and

the EIL family, also contain the EARmotif (Supplemental Table 2).

These EARmotif-containing proteins may negatively regulate the

same signaling pathway mentioned above in S. italica.
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ABSTRACT

Plant cell expansion depends on the uptake of solutes across the plasma membrane and their storage

within the vacuole. In contrast to the well-studied plasma membrane, little is known about the regulation

of ion transport at the vacuolar membrane. We therefore established an experimental approach to study

vacuolar ion transport in intact Arabidopsis root cells, with multi-barreledmicroelectrodes. The subcellular

position of electrodes was detected by imaging current-injected fluorescent dyes. Comparison of mea-

surements with electrodes in the cytosol and vacuole revealed an average vacuolar membrane potential

of �31 mV. Voltage clamp recordings of single vacuoles resolved the activity of voltage-independent and

slowly deactivating channels. In bulging root hairs that express the Ca2+ sensor R-GECO1, rapid elevation

of the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration was observed, after impalement with microelectrodes, or injection of

the Ca2+ chelator BAPTA. Elevation of the cytosolic Ca2+ level stimulated the activity of voltage-

independent channels in the vacuolar membrane. Likewise, the vacuolar ion conductance was enhanced

during a sudden increase of the cytosolic Ca2+ level in cells injected with fluorescent Ca2+ indicator

FURA-2. These data thus show that cytosolic Ca2+ signals can rapidly activate vacuolar ion channels, which

may prevent rupture of the vacuolar membrane, when facing mechanical forces.

Key words: electrophysiology, ion channels, calcium signaling/transport, fluorescence imaging, Arabidopsis,

vacuolar membrane

Wang Y., Dindas J., Rienmüller F., Krebs M., Waadt R., Schumacher K., Wu W.-H., Hedrich R., and
Roelfsema M.R.G. (2015). Cytosolic Ca2+ Signals Enhance the Vacuolar Ion Conductivity of Bulging Arabidopsis
Root Hair Cells. Mol. Plant. 8, 1665–1674.

INTRODUCTION

During expansion, plant cells take up large amounts of ions,

which are predominantly stored in the central vacuole

(Isayenkov et al., 2010; Martinoia et al., 2012). The transport

mechanisms that shuttle ions across the vacuolar membrane

have been intensively investigated using the patch-clamp

technique (Isayenkov et al., 2010; Hedrich et al., 2012), a

method that allows ion transport properties of isolated

vacuoles, or protoplasts, to be assessed in detail (Hedrich,

2012). These measurements have shown that the vacuolar

membrane exhibits at least three types of calcium-regulated

cation channels (Allen and Sanders, 1996; Isayenkov et al.,

2010; Hedrich et al., 2011). Most prominent is the slow vacuolar

(SV; Hedrich and Neher, 1987) channel encoded by the TPC1

gene in Arabidopsis thaliana (Peiter et al., 2005; Hedrich and

Marten, 2011). This channel is stimulated by high levels of

cytosolic Ca2+ and conducts a range of cations, including K+

and Na+ (Hedrich and Neher, 1987; Allen and Sanders, 1996).

Cytosolic Ca2+ also stimulates the K+-selective two-pore K+
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Abstract

JASMONATE ZIM-domain (JAZ) proteins play important roles in plant defence and growth by regulating jasmonate 
signalling. Through data mining, we discovered that the JAZ7 gene was up-regulated in darkness. In the dark, the jaz7
mutant displayed more severe leaf yellowing, quicker chlorophyll degradation, and higher hydrogen peroxide accumu-
lation compared with wild-type (WT) plants. The mutant phenotype of dark-induced leaf senescence could be rescued 
in the JAZ7-complemented and -overexpression lines. Moreover, the double mutants of jaz7 myc2 and jaz7 coi1 exhib-
ited delayed leaf senescence. We further employed GeneChip analysis to study the molecular mechanism. Some key 
genes down-regulated in the triple mutant myc2 myc3 myc4 were up-regulated in the jaz7 mutant under darkness. The 
Gene Ontology terms ‘leaf senescence’ and ‘cell death’ were significantly enriched in the differentially expressed genes. 
Combining the genetic and transcriptomic analyses together, we proposed a model whereby darkness can induce JAZ7, 
which might further block MYC2 to suppress dark-induced leaf senescence. In darkness, the mutation of JAZ7 might 
partially liberate MYC2/MYC3/MYC4 from suppression, leading the MYC proteins to bind to the G-box/G-box-like motifs 
in the promoters, resulting in the up-regulation of the downstream genes related to indole-glucosinolate biosynthesis, 
sulphate metabolism, callose deposition, and JA-mediated signalling pathways. In summary, our genetic and transcrip-
tomic studies established the JAZ7 protein as an important regulator in dark-induced leaf senescence.

Key words: Arabidopsis, AtJAZ7, COI1, MYC2, dark-induced leaf senescence, transcriptomics.

Introduction

Leaf senescence is a programmed cell death process essen-
tial for plant growth and survival. Leaf senescence can be 
induced by many developmental and environmental factors, 
such as aging, darkness, hormones, drought, high salinity, 

extreme temperature, and pathogen attacks (Lim et al., 2007).
Dark-induced senescence has frequently been used as a model 
system to study natural senescence and to promote some typi-
cal senescence symptoms such as chlorophyll degradation 
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Abstract

Plants growing in phosphorus (P)-deficient conditions can either increase their exploration of the environment (hence 
increasing P uptake) or can solubilize and reutilize P from established tissue sources. However, it is currently unclear 
if P stored in root cell wall can be reutilized. The present study shows that culture of the rice cultivars ‘Nipponbare’ 
(Nip) and ‘Kasalath’ (Kas) in P-deficient conditions results in progressive reductions in root soluble inorganic phos-
phate (Pi). However, Nip consistently maintains a higher level of soluble Pi and lower relative cell wall P content than 
does Kas, indicating that more cell wall P is released in Nip than in Kas. P-deficient Nip has a greater pectin and 
hemicellulose 1 (HC1) content than does P-deficient Kas, consistent with the significant positive relationship between 
pectin and root-soluble Pi levels amongst multiple rice cultivars. These observations suggest that increased soluble 
Pi might result from increased pectin content during P starvation. In vitro experiments showed that pectin releases 
Pi from insoluble FePO4. Furthermore, an Arabidopsis thaliana mutant with reduced pectin levels (qua1-2), has less 
root soluble Pi and is more sensitive to P deficiency than the wild type (WT) Col-0, whereas NaCl-treated WT plants 
exhibit both an increased root pectin content and an elevated soluble Pi content during P-starvation. These observa-
tions indicate that pectin can facilitate the remobilization of P deposited in the cell wall. This is a previously unknown 
mechanism for the reutilization of P in P-starved plants.

Key words: Phosphorus deficiency, cell wall, pectin, hemicellulose, rice, Arabidopsis.

Introduction

As an essential macronutrient, phosphorus (P) plays impor-
tant roles in plant growth and development. P is a constituent 
of many cellular molecules (e.g. nucleic acids, phospholipids, 
ATP, etc) and is also a pivotal regulator of many biological 
processes (e.g. energy transfer, protein activation, carbon and 
amino acid metabolism; Marschner, 1995). Approximately 
67% of the world’s potential arable land is estimated to be 
P-deficient soil, and this deficiency places limitations on crop 
growth and productivity (Gong et  al., 2011). Furthermore, 
although P is relatively abundant in many soils, the majority 

of it is not available to most plants. In general, plants have 
two strategies to maximize P uptake and tolerate P deficiency. 
First, plants enhance P uptake by adopting morphological 
changes (e.g. the production of more lateral roots and root 
hairs or an increase in root biomass; Watanabe et al., 2006).
These changes enable the plant to explore increased soil vol-
umes and thus access limited bioavailable P sources. In addi-
tion, plant roots secrete organic acids (Ae et al., 1990; Otani
et  al., 1996; Zhu et  al., 2012b), phosphatases (Hall, 1969;
Pammenter and Woolhouse, 1975), and other substances 
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Abstract

In land plants, the NAD(P)H dehydrogenase (NDH) complex reduces plastoquinones and drives cyclic electron flow 
(CEF) around PSI. It also produces extra ATP for photosynthesis and improves plant fitness under conditions of abiotic 
environmental stress. To elucidate the role of CEF in salt tolerance of the photosynthetic apparatus, Na+ concentration, 
chlorophyll fluorescence, and expression of NDH B and H subunits, as well as of genes related to cellular and vacu-
olar Na+ transport, were monitored. The salt-tolerant Glycine max (soybean) variety S111-9 exhibited much higher CEF 
activity and ATP accumulation in light than did the salt-sensitive variety Melrose, but similar leaf Na+ concentrations 
under salt stress. In S111-9 plants, ndhB and ndhH were highly up-regulated under salt stress and their corresponding 
proteins were maintained at high levels or increased significantly. Under salt stress, S111-9 plants accumulated Na+ in 
the vacuole, but Melrose plants accumulated Na+ in the chloroplast. Compared with Melrose, S111-9 plants also showed 
higher expression of some genes associated with Na+ transport into the vacuole and/or cell, such as genes encoding 
components of the CBL10 (calcineurin B-like protein 10)–CIPK24 (CBL-interacting protein kinase 24)–NHX (Na+/H+ anti-
porter) and CBL4 (calcineurin B-like protein 4)–CIPK24–SOS1 (salt overly sensitive 1) complexes. Based on the findings, 
it is proposed that enhanced NDH-dependent CEF supplies extra ATP used to sequester Na+ in the vacuole. This reveals 
an important mechanism for salt tolerance in soybean and provides new insights into plant resistance to salt stress.

Key words: ATP, CEF, Na+ accumulation, NDH complex, soybean.

Introduction

Soil salinity represents an increasingly prominent problem 
in agriculture. It is estimated that at least one-third of the 
irrigated land in the world is now affected by salinity (Zhu,

2001; Munns and Tester, 2008). Because it is physically dif-
ficult to remove salt from the soil, improving crop toler-
ance to high salt becomes a critical task for breeders, and 
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